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News from the South
Technical Day in Pöttmes

BY JÜRGEN KRÜGER

"We can reach every machine
in the German-speaking 
region within three hours."
This is the service promise
which JENZ GmbH wants to
be judged by. In order to
keep to this promise, the
producer of technology for
the treatment of biomasses
maintains five further branch
offices at strategically useful
locations in Germany in addi-
tion to its headquarters in
Petershagen-Wegholm. The
oldest of these "branch
offices" is the one in the
south, more specifically in
the village of Pöttmes. 

The village, with just over
1500 residents, is near
Augsburg in the rural district
of Aichach-Friedberg. On the
17th and 18th of April, JENZ
held its Technical Days at
Aichacher Straße 11. JENZ
staff showed current techni-
cal advances here. JENZ sells
mobile chippers, waste frag-
mentisers and all other speci-
al machines from its southern
office. The new BA 720 bio-

mass processor will almost
certainly be the centre of
attention. This machine can
be used both for classical
composting and for the treat-
ment of roots and solid wood
to produce material similar to
woodchippings using its dual
working speed. In addition to
this, JENZ will be showing
almost its complete chipper
range in deployment, and will
be holding three specialist
lectures on interesting 
themes related to biomass
usage.

"We want to show everyone
who's interested what a
JENZ branch office can
do" says Helmut
Krammer. "We are real-
ly close to our custo-
mers. And that is a
huge benefit." Mr
Krammer is manager at
the southern branch

office and moved from
Aichach to Pöttmes only a
few months ago. The new
location, where Mr Krammer
himself also lives, offers more
facilities. The hall, with its
300 square metres of space,
is home to more than 600 of
the most important spare
and wear parts, and also has
a huge yard in front of it. An
in-house workshop and a ser-
vice office is also located
there. 

"These are all really good
conditions for serving our
customers optimally" says
Gerald Seidel, who helped to
set up the service network in
southern Germany and is
nowadays on the road as a
self-employed consultant in
the biomass industry.
According to Mr Seidel, HSE
Recycling was one of the first

service and sales partners at
the beginning of the 90s. At
the time, Mr Seidel worked
there as a service technician
together with his colleague
Werner Chojinski. The latter
laid the foundations for the
first JENZ branch office out -
side the main works in
Petershagen-Wegholm. 
"It was really more like 
a micro-office" is how 
Mr Seidel remembers things.
There was a 50 square metre
warehouse in Gersthofen
near Augsburg and a tiny
office, that was all.  In 2000

Werner Chojinksi moved to
Karlsruhe, where he founded
the South West branch office.
Gerald Seidel took over the
South branch office and
moved to Aichach. After all,
there was a hall with a whole
250 square metres of ware-
house space there! Two ser-
vice technicians assisted 
Mr Seidel. One of these was

Helmut Krammer, who took
over the South branch office
in Aichach in 2005 and has
now relocated it to Pöttmes.
After Mr Krammer took over
the management of JENZ
South, the company provided
service technician Christian
Perkl to assist Max Arnold so
that the customers had two
service technicians to call on
again. 
During the Technology Day,
these three staff were assi-
sted by other JENZ employe-
es to provide answers to all
those interested.



Dear reader,
Not long ago I was on busi-
ness in Eastern Europe. There
I visited a country which was
given a special credit of 2.5
billion $ dollars in January by
the world monetary fund.
From our point of view we
were looking at the delivery
of mobile chippers which
were to be further enhanced
by our partners there. The
machines were fitted on a
special chassis and provided
with crane and bunker. A few
machines are already run-
ning, and more will be orde-
red soon. The country has a
population of around 13 million
people and has a lot of lovely
forests.
The use of biomasses makes
a lot of sense for this country.
Independence of gas supplies
from Russia will be increased,
and jobs will be created on
site to operate the biomass
equipment.
Unfortunately, business has
been suspended. The money
is obviously not there. After
my return, I remembered a
headline from January which I
checked - and it was true. In
January this year in New York,
we heard that the Wall Street
bankers authorised bonus
payments to themselves to a
total of 18 billion $. 
This relationship is quite
remarkable. In one place, a
country with 13 million resi-
dents is given emergency cre-
dit of 2.5 billion $ to survive
economically, and in another
place a few hundred invest-
ment bankers received 18 
billion $ in allegedly perfor-
mance-related special pay-
ments.

In this context, President
Obama himself talked about a
disgrace. That is quite 
obviously right. It is obvious
that something is not right
within our system. The diffe-
rence in earnings, which can
only lead to greed for profit
from non-productivity or 
speculation, has become too
large. Last autumn, our 
politicians reacted correctly
with their rapid rescue packa-
ge. Now the second stage
needs to be carried out and
the financial markets urgently
need to be regulated with
new restrictions to prevent
such excesses in the future. 
The bankers there seem to
have understood this already.
A lot of customers are repor-
ting that their finances were
being handled more leanly
and quicker by the credit
institutes there straight away.
It is obvious that the know -
ledge that investment in
machines for the treatment of
biomasses is more sustaina-
ble than investment in
Lehmann Brothers papers has
spread throughout this 
country. 
This also especially to invest-
ment in our new BA 720 bio-
mass processor. You can find
more information about this
on the following pages. 

We hope you enjoy reading
this issue.  

Uwe Hempen-Hermeier, Managing director JENZ GmbH
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BA 720, the new standard
New energy-saving JES functions and Vario-Flex con
Since 1986, JENZ machines for
the fragmentisation of garden
and organic waste have been
called "waste fragmentisers".
The name resulted from the
task definition because the
machines were used for recy-
cling garden waste to form high
quality compost.
This is still partly the case
nowadays. However, the frag-
mentised material is being used
with increasing tendencies for
energy generation as well as
composting. The task definition
has changed. So, it is about
time that the new machines in
this series were given a more
fitting name. For this rea-
son, JENZ has decided
not to call the 
replacement for
the well-known
AZ 660 a waste
fragmentiser, but
a biomass processor. The
first machine in this range
is now being presented. It
sets new exclusive stan-
dards in the processing

of garden cuttings, organic
waste, mature wood, standing
timber and pre-fractured root
wood. 
The in-feed has been further
optimised and increased from
660 mm to 720 mm in compari-
son with its predecessor, the 
AZ 660. The in-feed roller, with
its coarser, more aggressive
teeth, was given an interior
transmission. The in-feed chan-
nel was withdrawn above the
roller which means that the free

loading length is now larger.
This means that the machine
stand is completely enclosed,
with the result that cleaning
work due to material falling out
of the side is no longer requi-
red. All these measures mean
that the in-feed now works
more aggressively, which is mir-
rored in shorter feeding inter-
vals and higher throughput
rates.
The machine has also been fit-
ted with the "easygreen" con-

troller which has recently been
developed by JENZ. In addition
to the well-known machine
monitoring function, this con-
troller also provides the opera-
tor with service and economic
data. The economic data, such
as additional operating hours
counters and information about
fuel consumption, makes
accounting considerably easier
and enables more targeted cost
management. 
In addition to this, the control-
ler is fitted with the new 
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d in biomass processing
ntroller reduce consumption down to 0.3 ltr./cbm
energy-saving JES function as
standard. This enables the opera-
tor to run the complete unit
down to tickover at the push of a
button if an unplanned interrup-
tion to work takes place, and to
run it back up to operating speed
just as quickly. 
The energy-saving functions are
supplemented by the Vario-Flex
controller fitted as standard. 

Using this, the operator optimi-
ses motor management by being
able to select the optimum 
rotational speed to match the
material. The result is that fuel
consumption as low as 0.3 litres
per cubic meter can be achieved. 
Any fragmentisation work is con-
siderably influenced by the rota-
tional speed of the rotor. Here,
the BA 720 provides another real 

highlight in the TWIN GEAR gear-
box, which is available as a spe-
cial accessory. For the first time
in a machine of this type, the
working speed can be selected
between 400 rpm for chipping
operations up to 1000 rpm for
composting work. At the same
time, the established fixed and
flexible-drive tools are available.
This means that a speed which
guarantees material which can be
used optimally for the final cus-
tomer is available for any type of
ligneous biomasses.
Due to the wide range of possi-
ble task definitions, there is a
whole series of additional fittings
which can affect the overall
weight available for the BA 720. 

This includes a conveyor belt 
with a drop height of 4.85 m, the 
480 kW (652 HP) V8 cylinder
Daimler diesel motor and the
high-performance Neodym metal
separator. For this reason, great 
value was placed on a flexible
chassis. The machine available
as a twin-axle rigid towbar, tri-
ple-axle rigid towbar, semitrailer
with swanneck or as a semitrai-
ler with six metre belt hopper in
the XL version as required. This
guarantees that the owner of a
BA 720 will not have any pro-
blems regarding weight even if
all fittings are included, and that
all other dimensions do not
cause problems for registration
in European countries. 

FURTHER SPECIFICATIONS:

DRIVE POWER:

295 kW/401 HP to 480 kW/652 HP

Motor: MB OM 460 LA, Euromot 3A 

or MB OM 502 LA

THROUGHPUT PERFORMANCE:

Garden waste: up to 300 m³/h

Bark: up to 240 m³/h
Mature wood: up to 130 m³/h

Intake opening: 720 mm x 1.500 mm

Rotor diameter: 1.040 mm

Number of flails: 38 no. 

DIMENSIONS:

length: approx. 10.70 m 

width: approx. 2.55 m

height: approx. 3.95 m
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JENZ mobile chipper HEM 581 D also now available with 
longitudinal draw-in
Chipper series HEM 581 completed with new HEM 581 DL

Landscaping cuttings are not
without their problems when
being prepared for thermal
utilisation. The material is
very bulky and contains a lot
of air as a raw material. The
fragmentising machine draw-
in must be strong and appro-
priately large-sized in order
to achieve economic
throughflow quantities.

For this reason, JENZ is pre-
senting its new HEM 581 Z
with a draw-in opening of
680 x 1200 mm as a supple-
ment to its range of mobile
chippers. This means that the
draw-in is 20% larger than
the previous standard model,
the HEM 561 Z. During the
presentation of the first
power takeoff machine, we
pointed out that the new
model will also be available
in the future with diesel
motor and with longitudinal
draw-in in the other esta-
blished versions.

This ambitious objective has
been implemented mostly
thanks to the modern soft-
ware used in the
"Construction and Develop -
ment" department. The new
HEM 581 DL was presented

less than six months after the
new HEM 581 DQ. In this
respect, the building block
character based on the HEM
581 machine series was espe-
cially in focus. 

The draw-in width is now
1200 mm instead of 990 mm
in comparison to the prede -
cessor model, the HEM 561 DL.
Basically the chipper has
been designed for processing
hardwood up to 45 cm and
softwood up to 56 cm. The
draw-in opening is, however,
68 cm so that root bundles
and branch forks of up to this
size can be processed as
well.
The chipper drum works
using the established JENZ
reversing blade principle. This
principle was developed as
early as the 80s in coopera-
tion with the Finnish forestry
research establishment 
especially for the processing
of residual forest timber, and
provides plenty of advan-
tages especially when hand-
ling tools. Just as in a razor,
blunt blades are simply re-
placed with new sharp blades
in the system. Costly regrin-
ding and time-consuming
resetting of the machine is

therefore no longer required.
The chipper drum is driven
using the established, 
extremely quiet Mercedes in-
line six cylinder OM 460 LA
with 12.82 ltr. capacity and 
a power output of 
360 kW (490 HP). This 
enables throughputs of up to
180 srm/h. The motor control
can also be fitted with the
fuel-saving Vario-Flex con-
troller if required. This runs
the machine within the opti-
mum motor torque range
which leads to a noticeable
reduction in fuel costs per
lcm of woodchippings.

The actual chipper has also
been subject to further impro-
vements. Replacing the
screen basket has been sim-
plified to the fact that the
chipper rear wall is now sim-
ply opened hydraulically. The
chipper drum drive and the
outfeed blower drive are
implemented via separate
hydraulic couplings. This is
important in practice because
the machine can now be run
free without having to move
the chipper drum. The new
HEM 581 DL is available on a
range of chassis, on a cater-
pillar chassis and also as an

HGV add-on from March
2009. The machine is aimed
at contracting and forestry
companies, woodyards and
timber hauliers, machinery
co-operatives, forestry co-
operatives and disposal com-
panies. 

FURTHER INFORMATION:
JENZ GmbH
Wegholmer Straße 14
D-32469 Petershagen
www.jenz.de / info@jenz.de
Phone +49(0)5704 9409-0
Fax +49(0)5704 9409-47
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FURTHER SPECIFICATIONS:

Infeed width: 1200 mm

Infeed height: 680 mm 

(approved for trunks with roots)

Drum diameter: 820 mm

Fitments: 12 or 24 blades

Main drive: Mercedes Benz 

OM 460 LA 295 kW (401 HP) 

optional 360 kW (490 HP)

Running gear with bolted 

drawbar, therefore height-

adjustable: Running 

gear with optional bolted crane 

plate of make Loglift and EHPilon

Axle displacement:

possible for vertical load adaption



METSÄ JA ENERGIA HEMMILÄ the new JENZ HEM 581 DL
HSC / KRÜGER

Close your eyes and think
about the fresh air in a finish
forest. Look around and see
a harvested and cleaned area
with very small fresh planted
trees. At the side there is a
pile with the brushwood and
crowns from harvesting. This
is the point where the busi-
ness of Mr. Pertti and Antti
Hemmilä starts. This remai-
ning material was collected
from the site and is not
waste but valuable raw
material. The pile of brushes
will be chipped and supplied
to a power station to produ-
ce electric energy and heat. 
The family Hemmilä started
the forest business, which
employs six people, in 2001
beside traditional farm work.

After four years of chipping
business with a chipper from
Sweden the gentlemen deci-
ded for a more professional

built chipper from JENZ in
Germany. This machines are
sold and well maintained by
the finish Ideachip Machine
Oy located in Pennala.

IdeachipMachine Oy is the
successful importer for JENZ
equipment since more than
20 years. 

The first contact came
through a commercial and
then followed some detailed
information from other ope-
rater and owner of JENZ chip-
per about the special knife
system, where the knives are
very small, cheap and easy
to change.

The main purpose for the
chipping business is the deli-
very of biomass chips to a
huge power station with 10
MW. Supplementary there are

some green houser and pri-
vate people to be supplied.
To run a family owned busi-
ness beside the huge nation-
wide energy  supplier with

big contractor is a huge chal-
lenge. Mr. Perrti Hemmilä is
now since nearly ten years a

member of the finish parlia-
ment. From there he was
every time interested in the
biomass to energy business.

With the decision for the
JENZ HEM 581 DL he made
big step to more efficient and
professional business. The
chipper is fitted to a four axle
truck with crane for the fee-
ding. Annually 130.000 m
chips have to be produced
with the new machine and to
be supplied to the customer.
After the first 50 hours the
designer from the new chip-
per Mr. Braun and the sales
supporter Mr. Schneckener
for Northern Europe visited
the Family Hemmilä and opti-
mised the chipper for the
finish requirements.

At the end of the day suffi-
cient, because another chip-
per is ordered already from

Perrti Hemmilä. Another satis-
fied customer - this is our
main target, not only in
Finland.
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Optimised for the fragmentisation of residual forest timber with its large draw-in opening - the new JENZ HEM 581 DL mobile chipper
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JENZ waste fragmentiser with up to 70% more power?
Does the claim made by Caracho* GmbH stand up to practical use?

For quite a while now, Caracho
GmbH has been advertising at
exhibitions and in specialist
press with a new rotor develo-
ped specially for the JENZ AZ
660 waste fragmentiser.
According to the publicity, this
rotor is capable of increasing
the machine throughput by up
to 70% under the same condi-
tions. In view of such a huge
promise, it can well be under-
stood that JENZ wanted to take
on checking this claim in prac-
tice. This type of performance
increase would, of course, 
considerably increase the 
added value of 
similar machines. 
A really objective
comparison test can
be achieved if one
and the same machi-
ne is run with both
rotors using the same
material, the same
screen basket and consis -
tent time period in
immediate succession.
After this, the results will
be recorded and evalua-
ted. In terms of economic
efficiency, it's not just the
throughput which is impor-
tant, but also the fuel con-
sumption for each fragmenti-
sed cubic metre. 
First the machine was run with
the original rotor. In contrast
to the original, the Caracho
rotor works with fixed tools
which cannot deviate. This
type of tool is also available
from JENZ as a special fitting.
In order to obtain a correct
comparison, the JENZ rotor
was therefore not fitted with
the normal 38 freely-swinging
flails, but with 24 fixed tools
which were fitted with a rota-
ting and carbide-coated head. 
After 1 hour of working at the
"Pohlsche Heide" compost
plant owned by the GVoA in
Hille, the fragmentised quanti-
ty was accurately measured. In
addition to this, the diesel
tank was filled precisely by

hand in order to accurately
determine the fuel consumption. 
After this process, a Caracho
rotor supplied by a customer
was fitted. Doing the test,
both the test manager Jens
Wiehe (40) and mechanical
engineering technician Stefan
Müller (28) were able to see
that the Caracho rotor did not
fit in the AZ 660. " A relatively
time-consuming installation of 
the rotor shaft in the machine 

stand is necessary after the 
rotor has been placed in the 
machine stands " said Mr
Wiehe. The Caracho rotor was
not pre-balanced (!), which
inevitably subjected the 20

ton machine to a staggering
imbalance. This imbalance
was only able to be eliminated
through time-consuming reba-
lancing in the machine. This
meant that the conversion
took nearly 2 days instead of
the planned half day. After
this, the test comparison was
run and the results were docu-
mented. The evaluation showed
clearly that the increase in
throughput promised by 

Caracho was not achieved in
the slightest. 

A disappointing 5% increase
in throughput was achieved
using the Caracho rotor. The

fuel consumption is, however,
very important when making
economic observations. This is
where the original showed
considerable advantages. If
the fuel consumption was con-
verted to match the quantity
of material fragmentised, the
machine with the Caracho
rotor consumed 18% more fuel
for each cubic metre of frag-
mentiser material, which
makes it considerably less
economic to use!.  

What is the conclusion of this
costly test? The promise per-
formance increase of up to
70% was in no way achieved.
This is now obvious. It is also
obvious that the Caracho rotor
results in higher fuel consump-
tion. In conclusion, there is
absolutely no reason to use
this rotor. The machine was
not "tuned" at all. For this
reason, JENZ urgently recom-
mends that this rotor is not
used at all and points out the
acknowledged advantages
and high flexibility of the origi-
nal. There is an extremely
large range of tools available
for this rotor, whether it is
freely-swinging or fixed,
which means that the
machine can always be
adapted to match the cus-
tomer's specific require-
ments.  

For the reasons stated
above, the JENZ
management was
moved to state that
"any such profound
conversion would
immediately lead to

termination of the machine
guarantee". This also includes
the guarantee on the drive
motor.

* Name changed by the editor

*
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"Because quality and service are right“
Why Tacke-Umweltservice sticks to JENZ technology
VON JÜRGEN KRÜGER

Wagenfeld-Ströhen. Hermann
Tacke has a solid job. For 20
years, the master agricultural
mechanic worked in the water
management department at
Sulingen (Lower Saxony,
Landkreis Diepholz). But one
day his ideas went off in a
different direction. In 1988, he
founded the Tacke Umwelt-
und Kommunalservice (envi-
ronmental and communal ser-
vice) with his wife Marianne.
As the one-man company
started, his equipment inclu-
ded a Caterpillar mower and a
home-made grass trimmer.
This soon changed. 

Nowadays the company,
which is located in Wagenfeld-
Ströhen, employs 30 staff and 

has developed itself as a 
reliable partner to associa -
tions, local and public autho-
rities in the whole of northern
Germany. "All my staff come
from this region“,  says
Hermann Tacke. In 1998 the
couple built a composting
unit, and one year later
Hermann Tacke officially quit
his job at the water manage-
ment office. This was the
moment he arrived where he
wanted to be - independent.
Mr Tacke serves customers
well outside regional bounda-
ries including Belgium, France
and Austria. "We've got three
of our own process patents"
says the entrepreneur, who
celebrated his 50th birthday
in 2009. Road maintenance, 

landscape conservation, com-
posting and above all else
woodchippings are his com-
pany divisions.

"Producing woodchippings is
our core business" says Mr
Tacke. And this is where the
owning couple place their
trust in JENZ technology. "The
machines are of excellent qua-
lity, we get spare parts very
quickly and the service is just
right" is how Marianne Tacke
explains the benefits of the
biomass technology producer.
The Tackes currently own a
Twister screening machine, an
AZ 660 waste fragmentiser in
addition to two power takeoff-
operated HEM 18 Z and HEM
561Z mobile chippers which
work together with two
powerful Fendt tractors. The
JENZ BA 720 innovation is
new in stock. "This machine 

has two variable rotational
speeds“, is how Bernd Ruhe,
JENZ's northern area sales
manager, described the tech-
nical innovation. The speed
can be selected between 1000
and 500 rpm, and the lower
speed results in less zero pro-
portion in the chipped material.
"We just implemented our
customers' requirements"
says Mr Ruhe. This is just
what Hermann Tacke wanted,
because he has noted an
increased demand for wood-
chippings for heating purpo-
ses over the last few years
and is able to provide his cus-
tomers with excellent material.
In the middle of 2009 the
family company will receive a
HEM 581 chipper truck fitted
to a MAN 480. And it will be
green, as the familiar Tacke
Woodchipping Express is
known around the region.
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Big brother, little brother
Why Zeyn owns a HEM 581Z as well as a HEM 561Z
VON JÜRGEN KRÜGER

Tespe. "Chipping wood“, says
Rolf Augustin, "is a very spe-
cial matter.“ And that's why
Mr Augustin, 41, is happy to
have four drivers who know
what they're doing. Mr
Augustin, who has a degree in
agriculture, has been working
for Zeyn KG since 1996. This
family company is based in
Tespe an der Elbe in north-
east lower Saxony, near
Geesthacht, Hamburg, and 
Mr Augustin is responsible for
forestry work there. 
However, Zeyn does a lot
more than chipping wood. The
company considers itself to be
a service provider in rural
areas and is available to its
customers the whole year
round. Agricultural services,

recycling, transport, earth-
works and land improvement,
wastewater engineering, bio-
energy and, of course, forestry
work. Between 30 and 60 staff
are employed at Zeyn. The
head office is in Tespe, another
branch is in Pritzier in
Mecklen burg. 

In order to offer its customer
full-service, Zeyn AG has a
very modern machine and
vehicle fleet. This includes two
mobile chippers from JENZ.
Zeyn has been a JENZ custo-
mer for a long time. The rela-
tionship started in 1991 when
Zeyn ordered the HEM 30. 14
years later JENZ supplied the
HEM 561, and an additional Z
HEM 581 Z has been providing

service in the whole of 
northern and eastern Germany
since 2008. "The machine is
as good as fully-booked" says
Mr Augustin. Whether it's clea-
ring building land, for example
on part of the A1 autobahn
between Hamburg and
Bremen, or chipping crown
and standing timber - both
JENZ mobile chippers have got
plenty to do at Zeyn. And they
have been carrying out their
work flawlessly up to now.
"JENZ machines are compact,
a sort of all-rounder" says Mr
Augustin. While the invest-
ment decision was being
made it was quickly clear that
the second mobile chipper
would be a JENZ machine as
well. "I don't know anything

about other chippers" says Mr
Augustin with a grin as he
mentions one of the most
important aspects. "It makes
sense to have a second simi-
lar machine in our inventory.
On top of that, we've always
done well with the HEM
561Z". Mr Augustin has hitched
up a Claas Xerion with 380 HP
in front of the power takeoff-
driven HEM 581Z. His drivers
need special training to opera-
te these complex machines. 

"The conditions require a lot
from our staff" confirms Mr
Augustin. Luckily he's got four
drivers who know what
they're doing. After all, chip-
ping wood is a very special
matter.
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Rendswühren (jk). The
large machine family owned
by the Blunk Group has
increased in size. After the
company bought a JENZ
HEM 561Z mobile chipper in
2007, they added its big
brother, the HEM 581Z, in
the autumn of 2008. 
"There is a lot to do" says
ope rations manager Jan
Wittek.

The Blunk Group is an agri-
cultural and communal pri-
vate contractor with bran-
ches in Rendswühren
(Schleswig-Holstein), Lalen -
dorf, Lützow and Dargelin
(Mecklenburg-Vor pom mern).
The parent company was
founded in 1982.
Nowadays, a total of 115
permanent staff and around
35 seasonal workers are
employed. Blunk offers its
customers a complete range
of agricultural services from
soil preparation through
seeding right up to the har-

vest of various cultures. In the
communal sector, the com-
pany is active throughout
the whole of North Germany
as a processor of secondary
raw materials, and takes on
both landscape care activi-
ties and forestry and earth-
works. Around 50 large
Fendt tractors with outputs
of between 120 and 360 HP
are deployed. In the forestry

sector, Blunk GmbH specia-
lises in energy timber, cultu-
ral preparation, building
land clearance, soils stabili-
sation and track construction.
The two JENZ mobile chip-
pers are in use in this work.
Jan Wittek is looking for-
ward to considerable
deploy ment of his new HEM
581Z in additions to its
more powerful crane. "The
crane cannot be too
powerful" says Wittek. The
new machine is driven by a
Fendt 936 with 360 HP.
Vladimir Knaub, an experi-

enced worker, now operates
the larger machine after he
changed from his present
HEM 561Z. Falk Schröder is
now employed by the Blunk
Group to operate the 561Z.
Mr Schröder has plenty of
experience in
forestry, but
needed to be
retrained to
handle the
highly modern
tractor and
chipper tech-
nology. 
"It takes one or two months
until a new worker can real-
ly operate the machine pro-
perly" said Mr Wittek. 

The training is now complete
and both mobile chippers
are in daily work. According
to Mr Wittek, it makes
sense that Blunk has pur-
chased the HEM 561Z's big
brother. "On the one hand,

we have had a lot of posi -
tive experience using JENZ
mobile chippers, and on the
other hand the higher per-
formance decreases unit
costs. On top of this, a lot
of spare parts fit both
machines" says Mr Wittek.

Experience fine, everything fine
The Blunk Group has a lot to do, and a second JENZ mobile chipper
is helping them do it



When Ludwig Wiesinger from
Zell/ Hetzenbach founded an
agricultural sideline business
in 1992, he certainly didn't
anticipate what was going to
happen to him over the next
few years.
In the first few years the
company restricted itself to
disposing of sawmill bark in
the area around Regensburg,
and used this to produce
high-quality bark mulch and

bark compost. In 2002,
Ludwig Wiesinger decided to
buy a new AZ 35 D.
Shortly afterward the compa-
ny started recycling green
waste. When we asked him
why he made the decision to
buy JENZ at the time, he 
answered quickly "it was the
appearance that made the
difference". Of course, in this
case, he didn't mean the
appearance of the machine

but the appearance of the
shredded bark which was
transported to a screen unit
immediately afterwards by
the Wiesinger company.
"We've got as good as no
screen overflow" added his
wife Roswita. She is the heart
of the entire installation, fills
the shredder, loads the com-
pany's HGV's and otherwise
deals with the day-to-day
running of the entire equip-

ment while her husband
Ludwig deals with the acqui-
sition of new business areas.
Both their children, Andreas
and Christina, are also fully
involved and help when help
is needed.
That's really what you call a
family company!
Business with bark decrea-
sed as early as 2005. The
sawmills either closed down
or used the bark they produ-
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“The appearance was the crucial factor!“ 



ced themselves in their own
biomass heat and power
plants.

The next stage was taken
after many discussions with
the staff at JENZ's south
Germany office. The power
stations wanted woodchip-
pings, so the Wiesingers inves -
ted in a new HEM 561 Z!
In the meantime, the compa-
ny offers almost all the ser-

vices required for ligneous
energy generation. Chipping
wood and then delivering it to
the surrounding power sta -
tions with the HGV fleet is
now the core business of the
company.

In 2008, Ludwig Wiesinger
ordered a new shredder.
He told Helmut Krammer from
JENZ South that it needed to
do more, and told him about

what he was thinking about.
In the end, the BA 720 D was
exactly the right solution.
The machine was successfully
commissioned in March 2009.
Now there is no longer any
ligneous material which the
company cannot process to
high-quality biomass. Any
material which doesn't fit in
the machine is simply 
pre-split with a JENZ R900
woodcracker.

This main pillar gives the
company a solid leg to stand
on, and JENZ fulfils the role as
a strong partner at its side
even through difficult times.

We wish the family continuing
success in its further business
development!
Whatever happens, we will be
supporting them in this.
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Being next-door is better
Reasons for the new assembly hall at JENZ in its main works in Petershagen

14

Petershagen-Wegholm. "The
demand for even more mobi-
le treatment technology for
ligneous biomasses has
increased worldwide over
the last few years" says
Robin Friedrichs. "In recent
times we were hardly capa-
ble of supplying this
demand. That this reason we
have decided to build a new
assembly hall." The 30-year-
old graduate engineer is pro-
duction manager at JENZ,
and is therefore responsible

for optimised assembly. 
Due to the continuous increa-
se in demand, the company
decided to relocate mechani-
cal assembly, and therefore
its 25 workstations, to a ren-
ted production location in
Friedewalde only 2 km away
three years ago.
"We needed more space for
the assembly" explained Mr
Friedrichs. But the newly
acquired capacity was quick-
ly insufficient. The company
has increased its staff from

10o to currently 160 over the
last five years. The output
rose accordingly. For this rea-
son the company manage-
ment decided to construct an
assembly hall next to the exi-
sting production facilities in
the former company garden.
After only six months con-
struction, a modern industri-
al hall has arisen, and the
contents have been desi-
gned in accordance with the
standard JENZ KAIZEN
methods. Everything is clean,

everything is tidy and every-
thing has its place. Master
mechanical engineer Dieter
Buddenbohm, who manages
the assembly team together
with his colleague Hans-
Ulrich Lange, was particularly
pleased about the new facili-
ties. Four new bays in which
four to five-man teams
assemble machines have
now been created on a floor
area of 700 additional squa-
re metres. "Each bay has its
own 10 tonne crane. This



makes us capable of assemb-
ling the relatively heavy
assemblies independently of
each other at the right place"
says Mr Buddenbohm enthu-
siastically. Before the new hall
was built, a mobile crane had
to help out every so often.
That is no longer needed. On
top of this, the employees
can construct the machines
simultaneously next to each
other. "Previously, we built
the machines in line due to
space restrictions. And if the

machine at the back was
ready first, then we had to
run the front machine out
beforehand. Now each assem-
bly bay has got its own door"
is how the 49-year-old
explains one of the benefits
of the new assembly hall. On
average, machines leave the
JENZ works after 12 to 15 wor-
king days. Mr Friedrichs
explains that that only functi-
ons when the materials flow
is optimised. This includes
the fact that assembly areas

need to be generously dimen-
sioned  and easy to access,
even with a forklift. In additi-
on to this, JENZ is construc-
ting and roofing an area of
1000 square metres in front of
the new hall. This is where
the material for the machines
to be assembled is stored.
Overall, the assembly and
storage space available at
JENZ has increased from 2000
to over 3000 square metres,
an increase of more than
50%. Mr Friedrichs has just

set up a so-called model
workstation following the KAI-
ZEN model. Later on, the
workstations are to be desi-
gned so that every fitter can
find his way around each
workstation without any pro-
blems. In addition to this, Mr
Friedrichs is planning to fit
each workstation with compu-
ters. "This will enable the
staff to have access to the
parts list programs, digital
drawings and 3-D models"
says Mr Friedrichs.
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Keeps the overview:
Mechanical engineering master Dieter Buddenbohm – in the
background you see the new assembly hall.
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Thanks to the increasing use
of biomasses as renewable
energy, the business volume
at JENZ has continually
increased over the last few
years. Due to the wide range
of tasks resulting from this,
the shareholders and compa-
ny advisory board are now
convinced that reinforce-
ments are required at
management level. With this
in mind, Mr Andreas Güntzel
took up his post as a second
general manager as from
01.02.09.
Mr Güntzel is 42 years old,
a graduate businessman,

and worked for many years
in a well-known medium-
size company in East
Westphalia as deputy gene-
ral manager. He will be
responsible for the commer-
cial sectors, personnel and
production at JENZ.
Despite the difficult conditi-
ons being experienced at
present, the company assu-
mes that there will continue
to be growth possibilities in
the sector covering usage of
ligneous biomasses, and is
confident of being able to
deal with the coming chal-
lenges. 

In the area previously ruled
by the Habsburg monarchy,
JENZ was previously only
represented in Austria, the
Czech Republic and
Slovakia although the other

countries were extremely
well forested in parts. In
order to close this gap,
JENZ has just acquired a
new effective partner in
Forest Power from Hungary.
Forest Power will, in future,
take over JENZ sales in
Hungary and the adjoining
countries such as Slovenia,
Serbia, Croatia, Bulgaria,
Romania, Montenegro,
Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

Graduate forester Mr.
András Balint, the mana-
ging director of Forest
Power, has many years of

experience in the forestry
machine sector. The compa-
ny is located on Lake
Balaton, which
gives it opti-
mum customer
proximity, and
its good ser-
vice will enable
Forest Power
to acquire new
markets in which
the technology
for the treat-
ment of bio-
masses has not
yet achieved a
solid standing.

The first machines have
already been sold and will
be delivered soon.

Majority owner Anna Hermeier with her husband and managing 
partner Uwe Hempen-Hermeier (right) and the new general manager,
Andreas Güntzel (left)

Andreas Güntzel becomes 2nd general manager at JENZ 

Forest Power from Hungary - 
new sales partner for Central Eastern Europe

Fair dates 2009
date event place    company

14.05.09-16.05.09 E09 Vandel (DK) ReTec (DK)
18.05.09-22.05.09 Ligna Hannover JENZ
03.06.09-06.06.09 Elmia Wood Jönköping (S) ReTec (S)
10.07.09-03.07.09 Tarmstedter Ausstellung Tarmstedt JENZ
20.08.09-23.08.09 Forstmesse Luzern Luzern (CH) JENZ
03.09.09-05.09.09 MAXPO Hyvinkää (FIN) Ideachip Machine Oy 
09.09.09-10.09.09 Innov'Agri Ondes (F) Noremat
09.09.09-13.09.09 Austroagrar Riedermesse Ried (A) JENZ Österreich
15.09.09-18.09.09 Space Rennes (F) Noremat
15.09.09-18.09.09 WOODWORKING Minsk (BY) Bioenergetika
15.09.09-17.09.09 The Recycling Waste Management Exhibition Birmingham (GB) Westcon
08.11.09-14.11.09 Agritechnica Hannover JENZ
19.11.09-20.11.09 OTTI Kolleg, 17. Symposium Bioenergie Kloster Banz, Bad Staffelstein JENZ
02.12.09-06.12.09 Tullner Messe Tulln (A) JENZ Österreich
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A HEM 360 ZA in Hungary works already for some time.

JENZ GmbH Maschinen- und Fahrzeugbau I Wegholmer Str. 14 I D-32469 Petershagen I Phone +49(0)5704 /94 09 -0 I www.jenz.de


